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Democrats Use Immigrants! Immigrants Bow To Democrats!
Why is it taking so long for The People to "figure-out"

they favor who have no allegiance to our country and have no
intention of changing their ways in our favor. The democrats
require no allegiance from these transients (except to the
democrat party). THAT -- they trade-for. . . and get!

the reason that the democrats in the USA love immigrants (to
the point of ad nauseum) when -- all common-sense and logic
tells us that IT IS MEGA-PROFITABLE -- (FOR THE
LIBERAL DEMOCRATS)? The democrat machine
in our country CANNOT SURVIVE without the exisFOLKS,
tence of unreasonable numbers of IMMIGRANTS
IT
THA
(good, bad, or sideways) who will happily join
demo ranks (whatever is required) because of the
SIMPLE T
!
benefits derived. . . for those concerned!
When

IS

The whole thing that seems to be missing
(and that everybody seems to be ignoring) is that the
democrats have long made their way (get elected) to
a large extent because of their "care-and-keeping"
of unrealistic numbers of people from other lands. . .
regardless of their background, or their intent or purpose. We, The People, are paying THE PRICE!

will somebo
dy
in a positio
n OF
INFLUENC
E decide to

TELL IT LIKE

The Democrat

IT IS?

"ENGINE"
(and their "lov
ing" of immigra
nts)
has absolutely
nothing to do
with
B

The democrats have -- for years -- insisted
that everything possible (literally) should be
done for ALL immigrants, regardless of the cost
to the American taxpayer and law-abiding citizen. What kind of fool do they think you are?
Look 'em up! Their efforts in The
Congress, and throughout the bureaucratic
presence of our government (especially "planted" federal judges, for example) are exasperating to any citizen who maintains and holds a
basic understanding and belief IN AMERICA!

Talk about "ad nauseum!" The incessant
attitude of the liberals in our country (on television for example, and in "entertainment" and the
so-called "news media") to insist that we continue
to absorb into our culture those who are literally anti-American -- is ludicrous on the face of it.
They know it -- and we know it!

rotherly-Love
If you were to take the time to search
Gracious Hosp or
it out, you would find that democrats
itality!
IN-POWER (one-way or the other) in the USA
for the past half century have made it a huge
PRIORITY to seek out, bring-in, and cultivate the presThis one dominant and unrealistic thing by the demence in our society of a mixture of the lost, the confused, and
ocrats
is
keeping
America FRACTURED -- and will continue to.
the not necessarily "WILLING." Not to mention the minions

Along
The
Creek

"Here Shall THE PRESS The People's Right Maintain,
Unawed By Influence, Unbribed By Gain!"
------ "THE PEOPLE'S WATCHDOG" ------

QUOTES From Readers And Folks Like You:

with

THE REASON
The American CONGRESS
IS NOT DOING ITS JOB:

Telling It L
IKE
(THINK ab IT IS!
out it.)

There are too many LAGGARDS,
SLACKERS, and NE'ER-DO-WELLS
under its protective VENEER!
WHAT WE NEED -- IS SOME SANDPAPER!

Ol’
Tuck

by
R.M. Bob
Tucker

----------- "Buy The Truth And Sell It Not" -- Proverbs 23:23 ----------

The People's
"WATCHDOG"

N O T I C E: YOU ARE ENTERING A REDNECK ZONE!
Southern MALE Rednecks are taught
RESPECT -- FROM A VERY YOUNG AGE -- FOR
Country - Honest-Authority - Girls and Women - and The Almighty!

"Truth N
eeds No
Ally!"

WELCOME! TO "THE ZONE."

THIEVES AND SCOUNDRELS USE "GLOBAL"
WARMING AS A BATTERING-RAM -- TO STEAL!

The leading global-universalist in America during the last

presidential administration was Barack H. Obama himself. We
believe he is still the leader of that pack, during daylight hours as
well as candlelight, flashlight, lamplight, and dark hours.
And we cannot help but ask: How in blazes is that supposed to
help The People of these United States do anything well, good, or better? Globalism may work in the small minds of some men, but it is not
designed to work for those who believe in NATIONAL-sovereignty!
Barack Obama, as president, did more harm to the average
American citizen than anyone alive today will be able to fix, hide, or
defend. According to spread-around information, he is still spreading his
wares around -- and there will be people who follow him, wherever he
may lead. Money begats power. . . and power begats money! FACT!
"Globalism" sounds great to some folks, and it has a handsome
face that makes them believe it is salvation itself. What it is actually could
be described as promoting false-security and promising things that will
cost somebody loads of money for very questionable -- even doubtful
returns. Obama's and other's actions have already cost us BILLIONS!
Try to imagine a world that (heaven forbid) is controlled by some
"power" that understands every culture and every nationality in the
world. That prospect alone should scare anybody AWAY from anything
global. Most of us have a basic-nature that says anything GLOBAL is
TOO BIG! PERIOD! Learn from the World-Wide-Web, folks!
For those, ambitious enough to misinterpret the likelihood of the
probabilities that various individuals can concoct -- globalism is a fanciful
dream, not a reality! If one of those hair-brained (ambitious) individuals is able to convince a large group to believe in the possibilities of
"POWER OVER ALL," it is pretty good proof of their "dreamabilities!"
"Global" may sound great, if you are not thinking too far ahead;
but, what it actually is, is a form of PLAYING GOD! Only God can handle
global. And there is no logical reason to doubt that questionable people
will try to convince all others that it is possible to make human "global"
a reality. They are promoting human nightmares that cost individuals.
GLOBAL requires ALL! We can't afford it! The United States
can't afford global, and neither can a variety of other nations -- or any
combination of them. There are things today calling themselves "global"
this or that, but if you will pay attention, they are LIMITED to whatever
space they are able to CONTROL. It ain't WORLDWIDE, folks. If it is a
percentage of WORLD-WIDE -- it is a small percentage. Mis-directed!
You may call yourself "global," "LLC," or "PDQ," -- it is a matter of
financial and physical-fact that you CANNOT do what you are bragging can
be done. Some scalawags get rich telling you they are "UNIVERSAL!
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I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE to The Flag of the United States
of America, and to The Republic for which it stands; One Nation,
UNDER GOD, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK --------------------

KINDNESS IS A LANGUAGE
THE BLIND CAN SEE
and THE DEAF CAN HEAR!

How Do You KNOW Kindness?

Personally, Yours. . .

(What We Do With It, Will Be Our Legacy!)

The "Good" And The "Great"
That Have Brought Us To Now!
G

ood and great ideas come from LARGE minds -- not small ones!
Are the "large" minds of our day anywhere close to the GREAT minds that
once made America -- the land of THE FREE, and the home of THE BRAVE?
If Not -- Why not? Good and great people once thrived in America. They
were proud of their heritage and proud to be a part of something that
helped to make the world A BETTER PLACE! Good people. Great ideas!
And then, the human-element in America -- the only "element" that really
counts -- began to slip and slide, until today, we can hardly identify those "good
and great" who once stood proudly for OUR FLAG, and with a lump in their throat,
and the hair on the back of their neck noticeable, proudly sang OUR NATIONAL
ANTHEM! Why have SO MANY glibly -- even blindly -- given that up?
In order for America to be the great nation that our forefathers dreamed
of, someone has to carry the torch, and lead the way to a BETTER future and a
BRIGHTER tomorrow. Without dreams and the imagination of the pure-in-heart,
those expectations of brighter tomorrows will not be likely.
Are we, today, not bolstered by expectations of THE GRACE OF GOD?
Have we collectively become so indifferent, so selfish and tuned-in only to ourselves, that we have lost the belief-in, and the love of THE GRACE OF GOD?
When you ever choose to recollect the yesterdays of America, you cannot ignore that your tomorrow depends a great deal on those good and great gone
before, who sacrificed (some of them) their all, to make a better place for all of us
-- YOU AND YOURS. . . and OURS!

The human spirit glows its brightest when it is summoned by remembrances of those good and great who have gone before us. Are we so bold and
ignorant in our time, that we do not have the ability to appreciate TRADITION
-- which is remembering the best that has brought us to now? THINK!
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